In this article we show the importance of modern martingale theory for the pricing and hedging of exotic options, especially in incomplete markets. When emitting an exotic option, the seller firstly has to ask himself whether there exists a hedging strategy for this title or not. Especially, when he wants to use a more realistic model than the simple Black-Scholes framework, the anSwer is not always obvious. We show in this article how to analyze this problem in the case of an exotic option, the Generalized Bermudian Option, which will turn out to be a generalization of the American option.
Introduction.
The most famous example for the use of the theory of martin gales in finance is the formula of Black-Scholes-Merton for the pricing of options'. In this case the price of the underlying asset follows the model of a Wiener process, which, according to Levy's theorem, is a martingale. The advantage of this modeling is that the pricing formula for options depending on this asset can be solved in a quite elegant way via the Feynman-Kac formula instead of analyzing par tial differential equations. In addition, the martingale theory offers useful tools especially to attack problems arising in incomplete mar kets. One of these tools are the decomposition theorems, which we will apply in this paper to determine the price of an exotic option, the Generalized Bermudian Option.
We will analyze under which conditions it will be possible to hedge the payoff of the Bermudian option. When we can show (and we will) that there exists an optional decomposition of the value process of this option, we can deduce the existence of a hedging strategy. The condition for this existence is that the value process of the option is a supermartingale under all (equivalent) measures Q under which the underlying price process is a local martingale.
The specific problems of the option (in this case a put option) under consideration are caused by the following features:
that we can not restrict our analysis to the execution times only. This simplification, many times used in the analysis of (simple) Bermudian options would lead to arbitrage opportunities in our case. What we have to do is to hedge between execution times, too.
We will start our analysis with some further results on martin gale theory that have not yet been covered in Vieira Neto & Valls Pereira (2002) , thus preparing the tools for our further analysis. Our model is a filtered probability space ( n, F , IF = (Ftk: : o , p) , where the filtration satisfies the usual condition s, i. e. it is right-continuous and F o contains all P-null sets2• In this space lies our (discounted) price process 8 = (8t) t ?:. 0 . We assume this price process to be lo cally bounded and right-continuous with limits on the left (ROLL).
It won't matter for US whether the process has dimension 1 or d.
For clarity, we thus set 8 t : ( n, Ft) -+ (lR+, B (lR+)) , 'It E [0,00).
Moreover it is not an important restriction to assume that IF was created by 8. At the starting time t o = 0 let Fto = F o be trivial.
Throughout the paper, a process X = (Xt) t ?:. o will be called positive, if Xt :::: 0 almost everywhere for all t :::: O. The analog notations will be used for functions, etc. Definition 1.1 (Local martingale measure) A probability mea sure Q will be calle d a local martin gale measure with respect to a process 8, if Q is equivalent to P and 8 is a local martin gale with respect to Q.
Call M(8) the set of local martingale measures with respect to 8 . Assume M(8) =f. 0, then the density process of any Q E M (8) with respect to a measure Q* E M(8) is given by
The Use of Martingale Theory for the Superreplication of Exotic Options zQ o = ( z r) = ( d d fjo l) . The set of density processes with t2:0 F t t2:0 respect to Q* starting at the fixed time t <:: 0 will be noted by Zr = {Zlzs = 1 , \i s :S; t;zs = ::5* i F . ,\is> t, for a Q E M(S)} .
To emphasize the fact that the process starts at time t the fol lowing notation will be used:
If it is important to consider a process from t until the time u <:: t we use the notation (again with respect to Q*) Both notations will be used equivalently. If the process is ob served at a time s E [u, tj (e.g. being a random variable), it will be called (z:1° , t ). := ( zQ ' , 2:t ,::;u). : = zQ o , 2:t,::;u I s' where the notations are once again used equivalently.
From now on, we follow the idea of Kramkov (1996) who assumes that the original measure P is also in M(S) and that M(S) t-0. If it is clear that the reference measure is P, the index of the measure will be dropped Z[' =: Z t , z P =: z.
A process X, which is a Q-supermartingale (resp. a Qmartingale) for all Q E M(S), is called a universal or M supermartingale (resp. universal or M -martingale). If not specified, every measure dependent characteristic refers to the fixed reference measure P E M(S) .
With I we denote the set of stopping times with values in jR + .
As in this paper the usual case will be the interval [0, TJ , T E jR + we call I without further specification the set of all stopping times smaller than or equal to T:
I:= I:ST:= {T: ( n,F) -> jR + l\iw En: ,( w):S: T,\it E jR: {wl'( w):s: t} E F t
The set of all stopping times with values after t E jR + will be called I ?t := { T E II\iw En: T(W);::: : t}.
The set of times to which the stopping times are reduced in the Bermudian case is BZ ( N dian times). Further, we call I Ber:= {T E II\iw En: ,( w) E BZ ( the set of admissible stopping times.
Hence, all Bermudian stopping times after t E jR + are given by ,., .
,.,. . >to ,.,.. >0 ,.,.. et ..l B�r = ..lB�r = . .lBer- Wong (1996) generalizes the Bermudian option in the way that the set of possible execution times is given by any measurable stop ping region R <;;; [0, TJ , {T} E R. R will be called feasible if for All R-valued stopping times with reference to (F t , t E [0, T]) will be noted with n:
Analogously, for a 'Y E T :
Hence BZ ( N general Bermudian option. With R = [0, T] we have the American option. Our main task will be to generalize the approach of Wong (1996) to the incomplete case, but focusing mainly on the case R =
BZ (
To put it simply, in order to hedge a payoff, we use a price process and a strategy to create a value which is greater than or equal to the payoff. For this, the stochastic integral is needed. In our analysis, we will restrict ourselves to the case of a stochastic integral defined by simple processes3• In what follows a (simple) stochastic process H 3Here we followed the formation of concepts of Delbaen (1902) . Often, one might find the terms elementary (predictable) processor simple integrand. For the theory of stochastic integration we refer, for example, to Rogers & Williams (1987) .
will be called integrable (with respect to S) , if the stochastic integral H .. S = J HdS exists. Let the (discounted) payoff be given by an adapted positive process i = ( f t) t ?: o' If R is right-continuous, then i should have right-continuous paths. We assume for any R that sup sup Edirl < + 00.
rER QEM(s)
(1) Furthermore define a portfolio II = (v , H, C) with the con sumption process C = (Ct) O < t < T ' measurable, adapted and in creasing (with RCLL-paths, if R is right-continuous), C o = 0, C (T) < 00, the hedging process H = (Ht) 05,tST measurable and adapted with J;{ Hld [S, Sl t < 00 P-almost sure and the initial en dowment v E R The value process belonging to the portfolio II will be called V = (Vi) t ?: o ' A portfolio will be called hedging portfolio if at any time t 2: 0 the payoff it may be hedged, i. e.: 
If one defines
Vi:= ess sup EQ[irIF t J ,
QEM(S),rER2:'
then the special case R = [0, Tl is treated in Kramkov (1996) . In this case it was shown that ( Vi ) that it has an optional decomposition. So, for the case R = [0, T] there exists a hedging portfolio. It was also shown that V = v min holds almost surely. In this work it will be shown that the minimal hedging portfolio exists for the case R = BZ ( is given by (2) To simplify the notations, the following abbreviated forms will be introduced: S, 11, H, C, J and j will describe the processes (equiv.
�e a-algeb :.: a) at the p oints of e � ecution fo � the case R -_ BZ (
The index of an execution time related to any time t E IR + will be given by:
The Value Process of a Bermudian Option.
The value process of the Bermudian option is the critical instru ment for our work. The seller of the option has to be able to always pay his liability, i. e. the claim of the option sold. If wei succeed in identifying the value process of the Bermudian option as an M supermartingale we will later have the possibility to decompose it optionally and hence to ensure the existence of a hedging strategy.
However, how to identify the value process is not yet obvious. One might assume that the seller of the option only has to hedge the possible payoff along the execution times and does not need to worry about what happens between these times. But as the price process S is continuous in time that approach is not possible. The seller of the option has to adapt the portfolio even between the execution times in a time-continuous way.
We therefore analyze three different value processes: the value process along the execution times, the value process between two execution times and the global process for all times. Their charac teristics will be studied and the connections between the processes will be outlined. we can show that U and V coincide, that is Vi = Ut holds almost surely for all t E B Z(N). This equivalence can be proved by using the ideas of Neveu (1972) , Proposition VI-1-2.
It is important to know that the value process if is an M supermartingale. We will directly give a formulation for this, gener alized on the stopping region R .
Theorem l(Supermartingale property of the value pro
Proof. Choose any tl and t2 from R with tl ::; t2. Then it is Zt z <;;; Zt , and n? t z <;;; n? t , . Because of Proposition 3. 1 in Zimmer 
Proof. The lemma can be reduced without any problem to the Proposition 4.2 in Kramkov (1996) . One just ha � to set in this proposition the needed positive random number as 11; +1 and reduce the time to the interval (t i , t i+1l for any i E {O, ... , N -I}.
What is left to show is the RCLL-property. In order to show this feature, one can use the approach of El Karoui & Quenez (1995) in analogy as (n,lF, p) was assumed to be complete.
o
We can also represent the value process between the execution times in terms of future execution times. 
Once again, as in the proof of Proposition 3.1 (see appendix) we define a sequence of tupels of density processes and stopping times, so that we have an increasing sequence of conditional expectations. Then we use the theorem on monotone convergence and get the result
QEM(S),rET B -: / + 1
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This term can be written in another form using the features of the conditional expectation: o 2.3 Combining the Value Processes with a Global Process.
After having given a representation for the value process between two execution times as well as for the process along the execution times B Z( N ) we will now develop a global process for every t E [0, TJ.
Therefore we first define, as a natural extension to the Proposi tion 4.3 of Kramkov (1996, p. 467 The equality of these processes is given by the following 
Here we can apply Lemma 3.3.2 of Zimmer (2000) which we can write, by using Lemma 3.3.1 of Zimmer (2000) , see also in the appendix, and by rewriting some terms, as
- ( 2 ) 
o From now on, the global process will be called
And finally, as one would expect, we get that the global value process V is an M-supermartingale with reference to F = (Ft) t 2: 0. 6 Proposition 2.2 (Supermartingale property of the global process) The process V is an M -supermartingaZe with reference to F = (Ft) t 2:o .
The Existence of a Hedging Strategy and its Explicit Form.
We were able to show that the process V is an M supermartingale with respect to F = (Ft) tE [O ,T] ' The idea is now 6 For the proof, see Proposition 3.5 in Zimmer ( 2 000), replicated in the appendix.
to use Theorem 2.1 of Kramkov (1996) on this process and hence get the existence of an optional decomposition of the universal su permartingale.
V is an M supermartingale with respect to F = (Ft) t E [O , TJ if and only if there exists a predictable process H = \Ht) t 2 0' integrable with respect to S and an adapted increasing process C = CCd t >o so that for every t E [0, TJ it holds almost sure:
Though this result provides us with the existence of an optional decomposition and a hedging strategy, it does not give satisfactory insight about the explicit form of the processes developed.
Therefore, the aim of this section is to describe the value process V at any given time by a hedging process and a consumption process, which involves the jumps at the possible execution times.
In order to do this, we will first show the existence of an optional decomposition of the value process V along the execution times and the decomposition of the different value processes V i between the execution times. After this we will analyze how to compound the partial processes to the desired "explicit" representation.
As shown in Zimmer (2�00), sections 4.1 and 4.2, there exist optional decompositions for V, the value process along the execution times, and for Vi, the value process between the execution times for i E {O, ... ,N _1}.7
7 Because of limited space, these results will not be replicated here.
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We will now use these two representations to describe the decom position of V in another form: The hedging process will be separated explicitly from the jumps at the execution times.
To do this, we will first take a closer look at representation (3), which we analyzed in section 2.3:
Into this representation we substitute the optional decompositions for V and V i : At, : = {"the holder of the option does not execute his right in ti "}, i E {O, ... , N}, as an event that is independent of B, we have to take a closer look at Ot, = 7ft, . 1A, ..
,
We want to assure the final state Vt N = h N so it is reasonable to award the possible consumption Ot, in t i to the interval [t i , t i+lJ . With (H io B) t = 0 and Cf = 0 for t = t i , i E {O,,,.,N-l}, we then have for t E [ti,tHIl :
We therefore interpret Vt as the value that we hold, if we 1. produce the value \It, until ti, 2. then we realize an additional consumption because of the sub optimal execution of the holder and then 3. adapt from time t i until time t the value of our portfolio using (Hi. S) t -Cf.
Our next !.' tep in the derivation of an explicit representation is to substitute Vi i . This value may be generated in the following way:
Beginning at the previous Bermudian time t i -I , i E {I, . .. , N -I}, we first realize once again a possible consumption with value I5ti_1, then we adapt the portfolio value until t i using (H i -I. S) and C i -I.
We start the whole procedure with the value Vii-1 :
Now we continue this process recursively and get for any t E 
With Vo = Vo and (7) I(t) (I( t ) )
we can deduce the representation of the (global) optional decom position from (5): 4. The Connection between Bermudian, American and Eu ropean Options.
Not only because of the name, but also because of the config uration of the execution times, the Bermudian option seems to be something between an American and a European option. To finish this paper, we formulate, in a heuristic way, the connections between these options·. The American option is the special case when the execution times are all located on a continuous time line:
Hence, the difference between two execution times tends to zero:
L:.t i+l = t i +l -t i -> O. This leads us to the following assumptions '" The mathematical proofs of the intuitions stated are quite complex and hence not treated in this paper. The interested reader is referred to Zimmer (2000) , §5.2 and §5.3.
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From now on, we denominate the value processes for the Bermu dian, the American and the European option with V B er, V Am and V Eu. In order to emphasize the dependance of the number of execu tion times, we will use, in this section, the notations v B er , N , N E N for the value process of the Bermudian option with N execution times. Intuitively, we expect for every t E [0, T] that:
The special feature of the American option compared with the European option is that the holder may execute it before the final time. So, it is reasonable that the prices for these two options differ by an additional premium. We will call this premium early exercise premium {EEP}and for every time t E [0, T] we denote it by EEP t Am.
With this premium we can write the value of an American option at the time t E [0, T] in the following formo:
In addition, the Bermudian option also allows an execution be fore the final date. In the case of the Bermudian option we call the early exercise premium EEp B e r ,N, with N E N. SO we can write the value process in the form:
9 See for instance Carr et al. (1992) and we have V; Be r,1 = V; E u.
Representing the value process of the American option as Unfortunately, it is out of the scope of this paper to answer these questions and we have to leave the reader with the intuition of the connection between the different options.
Conclusion.
The aim of this paper was to give an introduction to the (gener alized) Bermudian option for the case of an incomplete market. We explained how the value process of the Bermudian option can be sep arated in a process along the execution times and a process between execution times. An optional decomposition which ensures the ex istence of a hedging strategy was given. In order to underline the importance of the mathematical approach in the area of advanced finance, exact statements were given as long as the methods applied were not too heavy.
Finally, the connection to the better known American and Eu ropean option was explained from an intuitive point of view in order to clarify why the (generalized) Bermudian option is a generalization of the American option. The equality (8) will be shown by proving two inequalities. Step) Let now ( Ym,O'm)] o;mo; N be a sequence in (Z r , , n 2: r 2 ) , with:
From this sequence we construct another sequence (zm, Tm) l � m�N in the following way:
and for 1 < m :S N: (8) 
But, at the same time As for A E Fa holds A n {T = (]"} E F n it follows with the same argumentation as in (9) In the second line we used once again the features of the condi tional expectation. Altogether, we get the desired result 
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